SUNDAY, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25. A similar tournament was to be held in San Diego, scheduled for 11 a.m. Speaking at the 3:15 p.m. game, speaker Dr. Richard H. E. Hill is expected to be the keynote speaker. The new tournament will replace the one that had been held at ASCIT on November 29th.

Joe Hightower, ASCIT’s President, said "This is an exciting opportunity for us to continue our tradition of promoting excellence in debate and engage with leading figures in the field. We look forward to hosting Dr. Hill and seeing how his presentation contributes to our ongoing discussions and contests."
The campus.
The campus, or elimination, of the third of the Agricultural Institute Bridge Tournament would be held here the evening of Thursday, Feb. 18. All pals dealing with cards are invited to play as possible in the Inter-house tournaments for prize.
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In recognition of their valiant efforts, we have awarded the Varsity bucket boys, in their first scheduled contest of the season, a souvenir bucket. The Beavers in the whole season, the most consistent and efficient handling and offense in general, the two teams will run close by means of their well-oiled machines. In three games, against Oxy, Pomona, and Cal Poly, we had the most first downs on both sides. In actuality it was one-sided with MacKenzie came through true to form. He was elected captain of the soccer and also was awarded the most valuable player award.

Steve Chapman (left) israel Carol Otting as the Flying Dutchman prepares to score against USC in a recent soccer game at Tournament Park. "The beavers lost 2-1 to the Trojans."

Soccer Squad Meets Trojan

The soccer season of the year will be played this Saturday when Southern Cal plays host to us in a rematch. We hope to show the home team the same courtesy they showed us in Tournament Park last Saturday night when they beat us 7-0. The lineups for this Saturday's battle are as follows:

Pep Sielberg
Dave Teahan
Jack Stearns
Bob McEwen
Bill Peterson
Steve Chapman
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Pep Sielberg
Dave Teahan
Jack Stearns
Bob McEwen
Bill Peterson
Steve Chapman

For SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Place Your Order for a Concess Early at JONKER'S FLORISTS
Corner of Lake and California
Only a Few Blocks from Tech

WIN $500.00 CASH

Students interested in any of the following, Singing, Drama, Music, Modeling, Television, Dancing, Painting, Sculpting, Photography, Costume Design, or any of the arts, can win a $250.00 cash prize for writing the best letter of 250 words or less. "I'd like to study (or continue my studies) in

Bevos Top L.A. State; Downed at Chapman

The Varsity bucket boys, in their first scheduled contest of the season last Tuesday afternoon, took a rough and tumble win from the Beavers, 21-20.

The first few minutes of the game saw the Beavers in the hole a moment, but, by whispering quickly into shape and maintaining drive, they picked up the difference and gave us a class, then gave the football as is indicated by the half time score in the Beavers favor, 25-21, final score, 64-14, and the personal tidily of 20-22.

Frosh Sports Roundup

Four of our first string could not control their enthusiasm and each accumulated five personal fouls setting them off for the game. Both teams took victory with slight gains in the later part of the season (eight) without Chapman Win.

The following evening, however, the Techmen had no such ease for publication. The rugged shape from Chapman took off immediately and amassed the lukewarm bout of 18-15 mainly by means of their well trained screen play. The Engineering defense was badly out of step with the instructive routine but the Chapman dataplates reverted to their own routines which they could not obey. Offensively, the Techmen were just not there. The last shot was their best chance and the shot just refused to drop through the hoop.

The Pasadena boys were reoccurred with thoughts of last year's victory. Maybe Cloth Shy told them they had better concentrate on the final moments of the personal fouls. Whatever the case, we were finally rounded up, at 815. The boys were working extra hard this week on ball handling and offense in general, so, the prospects for a good game were excellent. Grade of 815, it's just three short blocks to the PCC gym so let's all turn out for a good show.

Beavers Achieve First Down Lead

Despite the fact that Cloth Shy always found himself at the wrong end of the score in its football games, the team was up in several close departments. The whole season, the Beavers made more first downs than their opposition. In three games, against Oxy, Pomona, and Cal Poly, we had the most first downs and against Oxy and Pomona, the greatest total yards. On the other hand, Cloth Shy reprimanded his opponents twice to one and saw everyone in the passing zones intercepted.

Several individuals on the team merit a word of praise for their outstanding work. Hal Tyron kicked a total of 93 yards to lead the league with a 23.3 average. Oxy Green was high man among the pass receivers with 30 successful catches, while halfback Karraske was second in pass completions. The Beavers are # 3308297 in a record meeting with hundreds of new and usual students, entering Tech with 30 consecutive days, noted special talents, making yearly commencements, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
DIARRHEA due to smoking CAMELS!
PIPE MEAD's ORGAN

(Piped from Page 3)

As of now, the 21-foot pipe monster runs like this: 6,000 feet of wire in the ground and 31 electronic systems in controlling the beast's movement. This is about a ton and a half to weigh 7 tons in the future. A 2 h.p. G engine weighing 100 cu. ft. of air per min. is the thing weighs 60 pounds. Richard K. Merrick, 21, says that all the pipes of this monster. Th e thing weighs T Richard is before he adds those pipes. In Richard says that he will beat Barnes, Oxy.

CARSON, WOODY

(Continued on Page 4)

High Scores Mark

IH Ten Pinning

Bill Stone of Bicketts and Win Bayce of Dolby completely steered the spotlight for their respective games in this week's inter-collegiate Bowling league play. Stone started his second game with seven strikes and needed to be on his way to a perfect 300 game, when his eighth ball broke a little too much and left a 17-6 split. Another strike and split in the final frames gave him a huge 231 score, for this year's league.

Transramps

No letter winners have been announced as yet in the other sports, since their seasons aren't completed, but the team captains were named. In varsity cross country Pete Mason was named captain, while in the final week it was Duane Marshall. Dave Macken- zie was chosen soccer chief. Ed Reebuck was selected varsity water polo captain, with Alan Haire as fresh main head. Tennis Pius

Carol Fazio, Dean Barn- chard, Jack Muriel, and Bill Stone were given pins for their part in obtaining the tennis co-championship last spring.

Sharp Presents

The rituals of the evening came with Dr. Shrope's presenta- tion of the model development, coveted award for "The man who never acts... In- A great attempt for the Flavorsome. Gaff .

COUNTRY TEAM

(Continued from Page 3)

July 30-31. A good start for the 1949 varsity team, which included the following names on their pool side: the long-ago, Scotty's, poli- sed up brass bents for the 1919 water polo team by

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

in Coffee Shop Building

ALSO AGENT FOR

LAUNDRY

Pickeri up Monday,

Delivered Friday and CLEANING

OUR DATE WILL LOVE

at Reasonable Prices

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS

26 East California Street

SY: 5-2693

In the Middle of the Block

"I LIKE CHESTERFIELD... THEY'RE MY BRAND!"

STARTING IN "CHICAGO DEADLINE"

A PARAGRAPH PICTURE

(Continued from Page 3)

TAY BATES

Cigarette Tech chapter. Pledge Period

The formal initiation is the clis-

nral of a three week pledge period. During this period the undergraduate initiates each col-

lected 20,000 autographs of active and inactive Tau Beta Pi mem-

bers, polished up brass bents for the active members, and per-

formed several other duties.

SPEAKIN' SPORTS

(Continued from Page 3)

cut water polowoers hope to even the score.

All hall Edward Reebuck, who was elected the captain of the 1949 water polo team by members recently. Besides becom- ing a well-chosen captain, how- ever, the season may surely ac-

claim this year as a producer of a very fine team. Strong under pressure, the Bears came from behind twice and were two points in overtime contents. We meet EJ Cummings, who also has a very strong team in their pool side, Thursday afternoon.